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Introduction

Milk Mid-infrared spectra (MIR) are commonly used to determine fat, protein and
lactose contents of milk. It is a rapid and cost-effective tool for recording phenotypes
such as energy status (McParland et al. 2012) and fatty acids (Soyeurt et al. 2011). Milk
MIR has been also reported as a potential indicator to predict RFI (McParland et al.,
2014a) and CH4 emission (Dehareng et al., 2012).

To improve feed efficiency and lower methane emission using milk MIR spectra
from dairy cows, knowledge of genetic parameters of milk MIR are essential. Research
has indicated that milk MIR in dairy cows has genetic variability (h2 =0 00-0.35) and can
be used for selection to improve milk quality (Soyeurt et al. 2011). Other studies
estimated heritability of milk fatty acids predicted from milk spectra. Bilal et al. (2014)
estimated the heritability of milk fatty acids (FA) and reported heritability for individual
fatty acids ranging from 0.0-0.39. In this study, monounsaturated FA (MUFA) and
saturated FA (SFA) showed higher heritability estimates than polyunsaturated FA
(PUFA). Moreover, the heritability of saturated and monounsaturated fatty acids were
different in milk and fat (Soyeurt et al. 2008).

Milk MIR is used on a routine basis in the Canadian dairy industry as part of milk
testing through the Dairy Herd Improvement (DHI) program. Milk MIR genetic variation
may differ from one production system to another. In this study, we aimed to estimate the
heritability of milk MIR collected from a Canadian Holstein herd at the University of
Alberta.
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Materials and Methods

Animals and milk MIR data collection

A total of 8736 milk samples were collected from 156 mixed parity Holstein cows from
April 2015–April 2017 at the University of Alberta Dairy Research and Technology
Center. AM and PM milk samples were collected separately and all milk sample
collections were performed from 3-240 days in milk and these milk samples were
analyzed at Dairy Herd Improvement (DHI)-Edmonton using MIR spectrometer
(MilkoScan FT+, Foss, Hillerød, Denmark). The milk MIR spectra data of 8736 samples
from 156 cows with 10-generation pedigree file that include 4055 animals were used in
this study.

MIR spectra data and PCA

For each milk sample, its raw MIR spectra data include 1,060 data points. Two regions of
the spectra (1,628-1,658 cm-1 and 3,105-3,444 cm-1) were deemed to be due to the
interference of water absorption (Bonfatti et al. 2017) and these data points within the
two regions were removed from the data, and the remaining 962 data points were used in
the subsequent analysis. Principal component analysis (PCA) was conducted to reduce
the dimensionality of the MIR spectra data using R/stats (R Core Team 2017). The top
principal components that cumulatively retained more than 99% of the total phenotypic
variation were selected for the parameter estimations.

Heritability estimation with a single trait model

For each of the top PCs calculated in the PCA, heritability was first estimated using
AIREMLF90 with the following model to obtain the initial values for the subsequent
pairwise bi-variate analysis:

where is the vector of phenotypic value of a PC. is the vector of fixed effects, including
year-season effect, exposure to different experiments, parity, sampling session (AM or
PM), and stage of lactation (samples were categorized as one of 1-30 DIM, 31-60 DIM,
... 211-240 DIM and >240 DIM). is a vector of additive genetic effect, is a vector of
random permanent environment effect. is a vector of random residual error. , and are
the design matrices corresponding to , , and , respectively.



Genetic parameter estimation using a bi-variate model

In the current preliminary analysis, we selected 5 PCs with relatively high heritability in
the single trait analysis, and estimated their genetic parameters using AIREMLF90 with a
bi-variate linear mixed model:

Similar to the notation used in the single trait model, and are the vectors of phenotypic
values, and are the vectors of fixed effects, and are the vectors of random additive
effects, and are the vectors of random permanent environmental effects, and and are the
vectors of random residual errors. , , , ,, and are corresponding matrices.

The genetic correlations and their standard errors (SEs) among the 5 PCs were direct
estimates from the pairwise bi-variate model, while the reported heritability and their SEs
for each MIR PCs were the average of the 4 estimates resulting from the pairwise bi-
variate analyses.

Results and Discussion

The result indicated that the top 26 PCs explained 99.1% of the total spectra variability
(Table 1). PC1, PC2 and PC3 explained 35.7, 18.5 and 10.0% of the spectra variation,
respectively. The PCs were used as different traits and the univariate estimate of
heritability for the 26 PCs ranged from 0–0.16. Five PCs (PC1, PC5, PC11, PC13 and
PC14) with heritability estimates > 0.05 in the univariate analysis were chosen for the
subsequent bi-variate analysis. The heritability estimates for both univariate and bi-
variate models are presented in Table 2. The heritability estimates for the five PCs from
the univariate analysis were comparable with the bivariate analysis. Interestingly, the
highest heritability (0.17) was shown by PC14 that explained 0.8% of the total milk MIR
spectra phenotypic variation. These estimates are within the range (0-0.35) of heritability
estimate of milk spectra reported previously by Soyeurt et al. (2010). In general, the
heritability estimates observed in this study were lower than the previous report (Soyeurt
et al. 2010) and this may be due to differences in population size, completeness of the
pedigree, parity and other factors. The low-to-moderate heritability estimated from this
study revealed that milk spectra data could be used as indicator traits for traits that are
difficult to measure (eg. Methane emission and feed efficiency).

Genetic correlation analysis was undertaken among PC1, PC5, PC11, PC13 and PC14.
However, higher standard errors were observed in all of the genetic correlation estimates
(data not shown). This might be due to relatively small samples size used in the study.



Conclusion

Milk mid-infrared spectra in Canadian Holsteins has shown low to moderate heritability
and this indicates the potential use of milk spectra for genetic improvement in dairy
breeding program. However, this is a preliminary study conducted in a relatively small
number of cows from a single herd. Milk MIR data from two more Canadian herds will
be included in order to predict feed efficiency and methane emission via MIR.

Table1. The top 14 principal components that explained 94.4 percent of the total
variation in the milk MIR. The principal components were described with the percentage
of variance explained and cumulative variance.

Principal
components

Variance (%) Cumulative
variance (%)

PC1 37.7 35.7
PC2 18.5 54.1
PC3 10.0 64.1
PC4 7.4 71.5
PC5 5.6 77.1
PC6 3.9 81.0
PC7 2.6 83.6
PC8 2.5 86.2
PC9 2.1 88.2
PC10 1.7 89.9
PC11 1.5 91.4
PC12 1.2 92.6
PC13 1.0 93.6
PC14 0.8 94.4

Table 2. List of principal components that showed greater than 5% heritability estimate
in single-trait model. The bivariate heritability estimates were given for the 5 PCs. The
principal components were described with heritability (h2) and standard error (SE).

Principal
components

Single-trait model Bi-trait model

h2 SE h2 SE

PC1 0.15 0.02 0.14 0.02
PC5 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.03
PC11 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.03
PC13 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.02
PC14 0.16 0.07 0.17 0.06
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